Introduction. This note is a continuation of [10] . The notational conventions of [10] are adopted without modifications and strictly adhered to. We supplement Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of [10] by the information contained in the theorems of the present note.
In everything that follows (i) p and δ are numbers such that 0<p<l/2 and 1-cosπρ<δ^l (ϋ) <*(/)=lim sup T(r, f)/r p , S(/)=lim inf T(r, f)/r p , where f(z) is a meror-»oo r-»oo morphic function of order p. We first prove in § 1 THEOREM 6. Let f{z)^3i p>δ be of minimal type. Then there is an such that (1) logm*(r, /)>-Jί£_ smπp for certain arbitrarily large values of r.
Our second result, which is proved in § 2, is the following THEOREM 7. Let A(r)eSi be given. If f(z)^<3i p>δ satisfies β(f)=O, then the estimate (1) holds for a sequence of r->oo. [10] is contained in the above Theorem 7. (ii) Modifying a part of the proof of Theorem 7, we are able to show the following THEOREM 8. Let k -k(ρ) and K 1 =K 1 (p) be positive constants which appear in Lemma 13 and (2.14), respectively. If f(z)^3i p>δ satisfies 0<β(f)<(k/K x )a{f) ίg+oo, then the estimate (1) holds with any h(r)^Si on an unbounded sequence of r.
Remarks. (i) Theorem 3 of
In § 3, we use our results stated above and in [10] (5) in [10] , and put
Then in view of (1.2)
T(r, f)=rPexp{-G(r)}<e c r?exp{-R
Hence from Theorem 2 we deduce (1) with h(r) replaced by h x (r) for certain arbitrarily large values of r.
Let f{z)^3ίp,8
be given, and let a be a complex number satisfying fφ)Φa and
We set
where c is a nonzero constant and /> is a nonnegative integer. It is convenient to introduce the notation
Our proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 make use of the following
2). Then there exist constants K=K(p), k = k(ρ) depending only on p satisfying
0<k<K<iπ-h 2τr 2 /log2, such that for any r 2 >ri>0,
>kT(r u PjrϊP
Now choose R sufficiently large so that F x (z) has TV zeros and M poles in \z\<R, where max(M, 7V)>0. Let Choose {(r x ) n }->cxD, {2i? n }->cχ) such that i? 0 <(r 1 ) w <i? n /2 (n = l, 2, •••) and TCCr^n, FiXrύn 9 
-**, T(2R n , F 1 )(2R n )-f ) -^0 (n->oo). Then from (2.17) it follows that for n o (ε) πp(cosπp-l+δ)(a+ε)\ Rnl2 h(t)Γ 1 dt+ε>(a--ε)k-εK 1 .
Now, let n-^oo to get ε^(α-ε)k-εK u Since e(>0) was arbitrary, this implies &^0, a contradiction. 
>πp(cosπp-l+δ)(l+h(r))T(r, F)+K 2 \ogr-O(l) (r=r n ).

From this and (2.2) it follows that smπp\ogm*(r, f)>πp(cosπp-l+δ)(l+h(r))T(r, f)+K 2 \ogr-O(l) >πp(cosπp-l+δ)a + h(r))T(r, f) (r=r n ).
3. Edrei proved the following Theorem A in [5] . (
, where a^C is any number satisfying fφ)Φa and (1) of [10] . In view of (3.1) we have (3.7) T(2r n , /)~2'T(r», /) (n->oo).
Substituting (3.5) and (3.7) into (3.6), we deduce that
Since the sequence {r n } was arbitrary, (3.8) gives 
(l-δ){cos(π-θ)p+o(ϊ)}rf>L(r)
Given ε>0, choose η>0 with the property that cos(π-η)ρ-l+δ<(cosπp-l-\-δ) (l+e/2). Then (3.12), (3.13) and (3.1) give logm*(r, /)=log| P(-r) I -log ρ(~r)<log| P(r \ -log Q(-r)
This completes the proof of Theorem 9. We conclude from Theorems A and 9 that the simplest and the most typical growth of the characteristic functions of f(z)^M p , d satisfying (3.3) is regular variation of order p. 
